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May 29, 1992

3F0592-19

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document-Control Desk ,

,

| Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Licensee Event Report (LER) 92-05

Dear Sir:

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report (LER) 92 05 which -is submitted in,

accordance with 10 CFR 50.73.

Sincerely,

i .

b
G. L. Boldt
Vice President
Nuclear Production
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Enclosure
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xc: Regional Administrator, Region II
Project Manager, NRR.
Senior Resident Inspector ,
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On April 29, 1992, Crystal River Unit 3 was operating in MODE 1 (POWER
OPERATION) at 63% of RATED THERMAL POWER. It was determined by Florida Power
Corporation engineering that during surveillance testing of either Emergency
Diesel Generator (EDG) with the EDG running in parallel with its respective 4160
volt ES bus, if a loss of offsite power (LOOP) were to occur coincident with an
Engineered Safeguards (ES) actuation, the EDG engine could be overloaded beyond
its maximum rating of 3500 kilowatts (kw) and may stall. In this scenario, the
overloading of the affected EDG will only occur if the running makeup pump (MVP)
is not selected for ES response and is being powered from the ES bus associated
with the testing. This potential for overloading the EDG is a result of not
recognizing and analyzing tha consequences of a LOOP event, coincident with ES

' actuation, with EDG surveillance testing in progress. Both EDGs were being
maintained in normal standby at the time of identification of this condition.
No immediate action was required. Plant surveillance procedures for monthly
functional testing of both EDGs are being revised to specify that the running
MVP be ES-selected if powered from the ES bus associated with the test. Other
plant procedures which involve running an EDG paralleled to the switchyard are
also being reviewed.
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fyfET DESCRIPTION:

On April 29, 1992, Crystal River Unit 3 r.as operating in MODE 1 (POWER OPERATION)
at 63% of RATED THERMAL POWER and 579 MW At 1230, it was determined by Florida
Power Corporation engineering that dur<ng,. surveillance testing of either Emergency
Diesel Generator (EDG) (EK] with the SDG rtnning in parallc1 with its respective
4160V (volt) ES bus, if a loss of ofi site pcwor (LOOP) were to occur coincident
with an Engineered Safeguards (ES) ac,uation, the EDG engine could be overloaded
beyond its maximum rating of 3500 kilo vatts (kw) and may' stall. In this scenario,

the overloading of the affected EDG vill only occur if the running makeup pump
(MVP) [CB, P] is not selected for ES tesponse and is being powered from the ES bus
associated with the testing. If this MVP selection is not made, during the ensuing
block loading, the running EDG would attempt to power two MVPs as well as the other
ES loads associated with that bus. Bnth EDGs were being maintained in normal
standby at the time of identification of this condition. No immediate action was
required. The event was reported to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission at 1308 via
the Emergency Notification System par 10CFRSO.72(b)(i)(ii)(B). This report is
being submitted in accordance with * FRE0./3(a)(2)(ii)(B).

CAVILQf_fYHIl

The potential for exceeding the EDG maximum loading limitation of 3500 kw is a
result of not recognizing and analyzing the consequences of a LOOP event,
coincident with ES actuation, with EDG surveillance testing in progress.

EVENT ANALYSIS.1

Assuaing that surveillance testing of one of the EDGs is underway and the running
MVP is not ES-selected and is being powered from the same 4160V ES bus that the EDG
is aligned to in parallel with the switchyard [FK), an unlikely situation could
occur where both the "A" and "B" trains of ES would be rendered unavailable
simultaneously. This postulated scenario would involve a loss-of-Offsite-Power
(LOOP) event, coincident with ES actuation, with the single failure of the
remaining EDG to start. The running MVP would not be tripped on undervoltage at,

'

the onset of the LOOP event since tha EDG under surveillance is already running and
is thus maintaining the voltage on the bus. Upon block loading of the EDG, there
will be two running MVPs loaded onto the iDG in addition to the other ES loads on
the bus, resulting in the maximum loading limitation of 3500 kw being exceeded.

. This loading has been verified via engineering calculations.
|

| It is important to note that there is no design feature for automatic tripping of
the EDG output breaker [BKR] on overload once the following conditions are met: ES
actuation has occurred; an undervoltage condition exists on the associated 4160V
ES bus; and the EDG output breaker has closed. Sustained overload beyond the EDG
rating could cause the EDG engine to stall. Assuming a failure of the other EDG
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to start upon receipt of an automatic or manual start signal, there would be no
power to either ES bus; and thus no running ES equipment once the overloaded EDG
engine stalled.

Although the specific set of circumstances leading to this plant configuration is
considered highly improbable, the loss of all alternating current (AC) power to the
ES buses, i.e., station blackout, is a casualty addressed by the plant's abnormal
operating procedures. The initial goal of the relevant procedure is to establish

ithe plant in steady state MODE 3 (H0T STANDBY) conditions, until an AC powar sot.rce
can be established, using equipment that would still be available. Most notably,
this would include the turbine [TRB] driven emergency feedwater pump [BA, P], the
atmospheric dump valves [PCV), and a minimum of direct current powered equipment.
This procedure has been tested repeatedly utilizing CR-3's plant specific
simulator, which has a remote shutdown panel and models remote shutdown features,
and has proven to be extrc:nely effective at enabling plant operators to achieve and
maintain stable plant conditions while recovering the plant's vital AC sources and
equipment. The procedural guidelines place heavy emphasis on maintaining the
health and safety of site personnel and the general public.

CORRECTIVE ACTION:

The plant surveillance procedures for monthly functional testing of both EDGs,
EGDG-1A and EGDG-1B, are being revised to specify that the running MVP be ES-
selected if powered from the ES bus associated with the test. This action will be
completed prior to the next schedated surveillance testing of either EDG.
Additionally, other plant procedures which involve running an EDG paralleled to the ,

sw'tchyard are being reviewed for similar situations.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTSt

There have been 18 LERs submitted since 1980 related to the EDGs.
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